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The main area of progress has come from the results of research into

the synthesis of ribosomes in plants.

We have confirmed our earlier observations that the cytoplasmic                   a

ribosomal RNA's (of M.Wt. 1.3 and 0.7 million) of higher plants arise by

the selective cleavage of larger precursor molecules.  Isotope labeling                 
,

techniques confirm that rapidly labeled RNA is heterogenous in size as

determined by gel electrophoresis. ·In samples taken from cells labeled for            '

5 minutes there appears to be a peak of incorporation into an RNA species              :

of M.Wt. about 2.·8 million, which becomes quite distinct after about 10-15

minutes of labeling. Between   10- 20 minutes radioactivity appears   in   a

species of RNA of M.Wt. about 2.2 million and by 20-25 minutes activity

appears in a 1.4 million component which is just larger than the 1.3 million

heavy ribosomal RNA.  Activity first appears in the,light ribosomal (0.7

million M.Wt. component) at about 20-25 minutes after administration of
i

label and apparently prior to measurable incorporation into the 1.3 million
i.

rRNA component which occurs after some 25-35 minutes of labeling.                      E

:

Using improved 'methods of cell fractionation and purification, together

with a 'kinetic analysis' of the,flow of radioactivity through and into                 i

various RNA species, we have shown that the three high molecular weight

'102122 23 24*
components of 2.8, 2.2 and 1.4.m. M.Wt: are present only in the nucl 6.    1
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Furthermore, after short term pulse labeling with   P (10 mins.) followed

31by a subsequent chase in    P and Actinomycin D (the latter -inhibiting
 

further DNA dependent RNA synthesis) radioactivity which accumulated  in

the 2.8 and 2.2 million M.Wt. components disappeared; coincident with its

disappearance radioactivity appeared in the 1.4 million M.Wt. - 'nuclear

RNA' and finally in the two cytoplasmic high molecular weight RNA's of 0.7

and   1.3   m  M.Wt.
..,

These three high molecular weight precursor RNA's have been fractionated

by gel electrophoresis, and re-electrophoresised as distinct homogenous

peaks ( although the possibility of a small amount of contaminating AMP

rich RNA exists).  Preliminary base composition analysis show all three

high M.Wt. components to have a composition similar to that of ribosomal

RNA and distinct from that of the rapidly labeled, AMP rich RNA, which is

the subject of another aspect of our research.

32
Base Composition of Various RNA Molecules in Carrot Cells Labeled with   P.

:. RNA species           C       A       G       U      G/A

Nucleus
'

2.8m)               25 20.6 31.2 23·2 1.51

2.2m) r-pre-RNA 24.2 24.2 27·9 23·7 1.15

:

1.4m)    *· 22. . l    . '     23.5     23.5     31.2     20.6     1.43

AMP rich RNA '. (D-RNA) 21.1 31.6 · '23.7 23.5 0.75

(TB-RNA) .;.  ,  · 18.0 38.3 21.7 22.0 0.57
u

Cytoplasm                                                                              i

1.3m rRNA 20.7   . 24.5 29.8 25·0 1.22              1
.,

0.7m rRNA 22.4 ·' 24.4 33.0. 20.3 1.35

m-RNA (polysomes)   ' 19.1    31.0    24.8  ·. 25.9 O.80

1
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As yet we have not been successful in carrying out DNA hybridization

'·    experiments in which each of these purified high molecular weight ribosomal
I .

precursor RNA's is hybridized in competition with either the 1.3m or 0.7m             T

rRNA, which together with the other data, should confirm the precursor

7./
. nature of these species of RNA. ,

Concurrent with kinetic studies on the synthesis of ribosomal RNA we

are following the kinetics of incorporation of different species of RNA and

:  ' ribosomal protein into the ribosome population of the cell.

Rreliminary studies would seem to indicate that newly made ribosomal
..

RNA appears in the cytoplasm in the form of free sub-units.  Within a short

' · time (10-20 minutes), ribosomes containing newly synthesized z-RNA could be

found predominantly in polyribosomes with very little activity appearing as '

a peak in the monoribosomes.  These results suggest that the newly synthe-

sized ribosomal sub-units enter directly into a protein-synthetic config-

uration without first associating as a monoribosome.

...„.. Dissociation of the total cell ribosome population into 4OS and 6OS

sub units, after increasing periods of labeling with radioactive RNA

precursors, confirm that the newly synthesized 0.7 m. component appears in             1

.: the 4OS sub unit more rapidly than the 1.3 m component in·the 6OS sub unit.
.

,

After pulses with 32P up to 10 min, most of the 326RNA sediments as a

heterogenous band between 10-30S on a sucrose gradient.  Between 10-20 min.

''           the   40s   sub unit becomes labeled, followed almost i=ediately by incorporation .

. '  '    into a fraction heavier than the  6OS  sub unit  -  the  size of which  is  to be

"        determined.  As radioactivity is accumulated into the 4OS sub unit, the
.

b.'·   activity in the particle larger than 6OS would appear to be transferred

,  ,

into the Gos sub unit.  The RNA species in the various sub-ribosomal particles

are being studied during time course labeling, by gel electrophoresis.
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Another important facet of this work  is the control of ribosome

formation.  The control of the rate at which new ribosomes are formed may

be assumed to be important because of the central role occupied by ribosomes

in protein synthesis, and, therefore, in cellular metabolism.

':   / .
The ability of cells to modulate ribosome formation by changing the

rate of ribosomal precursor RNA synthesis is one possible means of control.

.: However, it seemed possible that the rate of synthesis of structural
......  ...                 i.

ribosomal protein could be critical in controlling the rate of ribosome

'.  9  - ,
': .,  .·        synthesis . Therefore experiments  are in progress to determine  when  in

. the course of ribosome formation ribosomal RNA and protein come together„

.

t....

:  '      and how the rate of ribosomal protein synthesis affects the synthesis of

ribosomal RNA and its precursors.

Time course incorporation of radioactive amino acids into the sub

s   ·, ;:      units of the dissociated cell ribosome population indicate that after some

5 min. of exposure to label, radioactivity is incorporated into the 10-3OS

. ,   .        region of a sucrose gradient, apparently in association with the  newly
. :.2

·'  '      .  '      synthesized RNA. After  10 min. radioactivity appears  in both  the  4OS  sub ·

unit and a particle somewhat larger than the 6OS sub unit.  Hawever, in

: contrast to time course incorporation of RNA precursors, the protein of the./                                                                    /
larger than 60s particle becomes labeled slightly prior to or at the same              

I · · ' . ' „ , ,                                                                                                                                                                                                                t'

..

time as the 40S sub unit. 'r

..

With  increasing · periods of labeling radioactivity is accumulated  into .

1.the protein of both sub units, and once again a transfer from a larger than

60S,    to   the   ·6Os    sub unit.is apparent.

1
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Considerable effort was devoted to studies on the association of the             8

.              AMP- rich species   of  RNA  with  polyribosomes    [for   conveniencd  the  AMP- rich
¢

RNAs will be referred to as D-RNA (20.3, 29.3, 23.4, 26.0 mole % C, A, G,             1
i

.and U, respectively) and TB-RNA (17.2, 40.7, 19.0, and 23.1 mole % C, A, G,
1.. and U, respectively)].  In the carrot disc system both species of RNA are . .     1

' .4 -
32

:   .  2'  :  ·    ·           present, the proportion   of each depending  upon   time of labeling with P or

other radioactive precursor.  Yet the pulse-labeled RNA'associated with ..  i
......

polyribosomes from the carrot appears to be predominantly D-RNA.  In soybean          i

root and hypocotyl  both   D-RNA   and   TB- RNA appear   to be polyribosome associated.

:        .·                 Inasmuch as considerable  work with animal polyribosome preparations indicates

-5  ' ..:. ' ;..
that there   is non- ribosome associated nucleoprotein on sucrose gradients

' ·    in the polyribosome region,  we have vigorously attempted to establish whether

*24.           only D-RNA or both D-RNA  and T]3-RNA are normally associated with ribosomes
...

: --   in the polyribosome structure.  Although our results are consistent with

·· ·     , both being polyribosome associated in the soybean, a definitive conclusion

must await further experimentation.  The basic problem arises in that during
.

. ,   r.   1.1 .  . . .  .,

homogenization, many of the nuclei are broken, and the large ribonucleoprotein
./

... particles (reasonably well described in animal nuclei systems) which  are

r·,  present in the nucleus become "mixed" with the "soluble" and ribosomal portion

of the cytoplasm, and thus may appear to be polyribosome associated when

this   is   not   the case. Attempts  will  be  made to study this problem  with...     ,....

 , green cocorruts where the nuclei are free in the endosperm. Pulse labeling

, .. along with careful cell fractionation should help to clarify this problem.
.  ,       I.:....

,
,
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The effect of specific inhibitors of protein synthesis such as cyclo-
... '...  ,                                                                                                                                  3

heximide and puromycin on the synthesis of ribosomal RNA and its precursors
.,

is also under study.

Cycloheximide which essentially stops polypeptide chain elongation,

,    '.'  ,       '  inhibits the incorporation and accumulation  of 32P int-0 the- -ribosomal
..

precursor RNA's of the cell nucleus by some 60%; however, it inhibits the

- conversion of the precursors into the cytoplasmic ribosomal RNA's by over
..

95%.  Puromycin another drug which inhibits protein synthesis, has a similar

effect, although the inhibition of nuclear ribosomal precurosr RNA is not

quite as great, the inhibition of conversion to cytoplasmic ribosomal RNA

'.:               : is greater   than 90%. These two results would suggest a close coordination
'

*

"'     -   between the synthesis of ribosomal precursor  RNA and structural ribosomal
. 2.

, ·      protein, and perhaps an even closer dependence of the conversion of ribosomal

precursor  RNA to ribosomal RNA during the synthesis  of the ribosome sub units .

Competition hybridization experiments between   . 7M   (18S)   and  1.3M   (25S)    .
32

. ·      „       puri fied rRNA molecules (non- radioactive)   with P labeled   2.8M,   2.2M,   and

1.4M presumed rRNA precursor molecules must be conducted in order to shaw

E'-   ' I+.that these large molecules  are  in fact precursors to mature  rRNA.    By
. .'   s.     ' . . differential campetition  with  18S   and  25S rRNA evidence   for or against   the

,-· . -    following hypothetical scheme of events leading from the 2.8M component

-   '   'to mature rRNA can be gained:

-4 .1.4M -*  1'.3M  (25s) i
2.8M  -0,2.2 M   -0

0.&4(7)  -*  .7M   (18S)
:'  '/  ··- + small pieces                                                               ·

.3                                         ··
,.

k. .

f
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Although chase experiments are not entirely successful in plant

systems, results from pulse labeling of soybean root with P followed by
32

a 3lp + actinomycin D "chase", indicate very clearly that the TB-RNA has a

much shorter half-life than D-RNA. The TB-RNA appears to chase with a half
.

· life of less than 1 hr while) 'D-RNA is in the order of 3 to 4 hr. Comparisons

between   the   half- life of total  D- and TB-RNAs   with   that of ribosome- associated

. D- and TB-RNA have not yet been made because of the problem outlined above.

1 Such studies  will be  made as solution  to that problem is attained.
+

Recently we have achieved greater success in polyribosome isolation

(i.e. the preparations have a much heavier mean size distribution and are

similar to the best preparations from other systems in size distribution -

see Fig. 1). This should greatly facilitate the studies outlined above as             |

well as in vitro studies· on protein synthesis.  We are attempting to purify               j
' I

,

the individual components required for in vitro amino acid incorporation by           i.r '. -

..                                                                                le
polyribosomes.  Although no attempt has been made to separate and purify

i

each of the required transferase and synthetase factors, the supernatant               i

fraction has been grossly purified from both pea and mung bean to the point
7

that excellent in vitro amino acid incorporation is obtained whereas the                   i
crude supernatant fraction has essentially no activity, apparently because             

3

' ' .                                                                                                                                                                6
of some inhibitory materials.  With this grossly purified supernatant

. ....                                                                                                                                        I                B' fraction   and polyribosomes similar to those   in   Fig. lA, incorporation   from
14                                                                       ·        4

., free C-amino acid or from aminoacyl-tRNA is maintained for at least 60     ·         &

.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             1min in contrast to most plant systems where incorporation ceases after 10

to 20 min.  Considerable effort during the next'year will be devoted to               £
t                                                                                                                                                                                            t

F
these studies in order to gain more detailed information on protein synthesis         &:t'

in plants and to facilitate.the evaluation on the possible role of the  ';             1

       .     different  RNAs  as  mRNA.   - - -- - --
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Statement of Total Project Costs

and

Unexpended Fund Statement                                         f

AEC Contract No. AT(11-1)-1377

Ij
Total Project Level $32,473.00

Total Project Cost for Current
Period through April 30, 1969 28,873.49

Balance 3,599.51
.

Estimate of Costs to be Incurred
during May 1, 1969 through June 30, 1969 3,099.51

Estimate of Unexpended Funds 500.00                     1
1

Statement of AEC Funds Expended

AEC Funds Provided by May 1, 1968 through

June 30, 1969 $23,000.00

Costs from May 1, 1968 through April 30,.
1969 19,400.49

Estimate of Costs, May 1, 1969 through

June·30, 1969 3,099.51

Total $22,500.00
f.

Unexpended Funds ,.2 500.00

1
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